Recipient Scientist Acknowledgment

By signing this form, the RECIPIENT SCIENTIST acknowledges the terms for the transfer of ORIGINAL MATERIAL (described below) from the PROVIDER SCIENTISTS (listed below).

1. RECIPIENT: Organization receiving the ORIGINAL MATERIAL
   
   Organization: Recipient Organization name

2. ORIGINAL MATERIAL requested on Date.

3. Terms:
   
The ORIGINAL MATERIAL is distributed under the following agreement(s), which are between RECIPIENT and PROVIDER and set forth the scope of use of ORIGINAL MATERIAL.

**UBMTA**

PROVIDER: Provider Organization name
PROVIDER SCIENTIST: Provider Scientist name
The following plasmids are subjected to these terms:

Plasmid names

**Ancillary Agreement (Will only be listed if applicable)**

PROVIDER: Provider Organization name
PROVIDER SCIENTIST: Provider Scientist name
The following plasmids are subjected to these terms:

Plasmid names

Additionally, the RECIPIENT SCIENTIST acknowledges the following Limited Use Label Licenses, which may require additional review by RECIPIENT institution.

**Name of Limited Use Label Licenses (Will only be listed if applicable)**

The following plasmids are subjected to this Limited Use Label License:

Plasmid names

4. RECIPIENT SCIENTIST acknowledges that any publication(s) by the RECIPIENT SCIENTIST using the ORIGINAL MATERIAL will acknowledge, as appropriate, the scientists that have deposited the ORIGINAL MATERIAL at Addgene and cite their papers and any other relevant papers listed on Addgene's website.

5. By signing this form, RECIPIENT SCIENTIST acknowledges that they have read and understood the terms below for the transfer of ORIGINAL MATERIAL.

Signed by: Recipient Scientist name
Email: Recipient Scientist email
Signed on: Date, Time